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Hold On
Sister Hazel

Hold On â€“ Sister Hazel
tab by Is Smith momentous@gmail.com
This is a bass heavy song, the guitar on the verse can do various things
(strum Bm, progression Bm A F#m Bm, or Bm hammering 
strings 2/3 on 9th fret or string 4 on 4th.)

[Intro (Guitar Bm) (Bass Bm A F#m E)(4x)]
Bm         (A     F#m        Bm [guitar can play this])
I ve been a heavy handful to hold
Like rain slipping through your fingers
You ve been taught to handle it all
Most people have already walked away
Bm (A F#m Bm)
G               F#m
Our storms have taken a toll on you
Can you still weather me? (G F#m)

Bm (A F#m Bm)
I want so much to fill you up
But your cup is full of me
I ve left a bitter taste on you
But you say bitter sweetly

G              F#m
Breathe in, Be safe with me for a while
Lay here and take some time (G F#m)
G
I see you re tired and wasted so

[Chorus]
D          G                        A                G
Hold on to every little piece of my love (woah-oh oh oh)
D               G                        A                G
Just hold on to every little piece of my love (woah-oh oh oh)
Bm
Hold on

Somebody s gonna make a promise to you (Bm A F#m Bm)
And somebody s gonna let you down
Nobody s gonna love you like I do
Nobody s gonna look so sweetly

Don t go just stay with me for a while (G F#m)
Lets try to make some sense of it all (G F#m)
I see you re tired and wasted so (G)

[Chorus]



Bm A G
[bridge]
Bm          A                    G
Take me and break me When you re feeling dead inside 
(build me up and hold on)
    Bm         A                    G                  A             D
And clo----ose all the lines To the times that we were living it all wrong
D A D A

D               G                        A                 G
Just hold on to every little piece of my love (woah-oh oh oh) (4x)
---             Every little piece of my love (2x) [End on A]


